
 
 

On Finding Peace 
 
Growing up in and around East Texas meant that at any given time, I was surrounded by one thing: trees. Tall pines that 
nearly touch the sky and towered over me and the winding red dirt roads from my youth. The forest floor is always 
covered by slippery amber-colored pine needles and countless pine cones. I think I always took the woods for granted 
growing up, because they were always there and I’d not given them much thought.  
 
I recall as a young girl disappearing into the woods to explore, hunt and fish, and wonderfully waste the entire day in a 
world that was familiar and yet so intriguing that I almost always learned or found something extraordinary. The woods 
was a classroom unto itself and became a place of solace on many days to find peace and at times, adventure.  
 
I was thinking this week as I stacked papers and worked on programs, calls, meetings, and spreadsheets that I can’t 
remember the last time I experienced that wonder, intrigue, or adventure. It was everywhere when I was growing up, 
and yet today I fear I’d have to schedule “peace” on my calendar, or buy a ticket for “fresh air”, as if there were so much 
more effort to put into it than simply driving a little bit east (or west, if you rather). Is fresh air really that hard to find?  
 
Why do we need to have someone tell us to “relax”? Shouldn’t we just know when to do that or how? Where on our 
calendar is the word “peace”, which is a date to go back to the well of our strength and sit in solitude, breathe in the 
world around us and feel the rejuvenation of connecting to that world instead of business and noise continually draining 
the battery from our lives? 
 
This month, I challenge you to schedule your peace. To be very intentional and to find that opportunity to breathe and 
relax, and do all the things you tell others to do, but you rarely do for yourself. And when you do, I want you to audibly 
say, “there was my peace”, no matter how long or how brief a moment. You might refresh your soul for 2 hours, or 
laugh out loud that it only lasted 2 minutes; but you experienced it and that is what matters.  
 
My promise to you is that I’ll find the closest pine and sit under it like I did as a girl, when I didn’t have to look for peace, 
but in that moment, it found me anyway.  
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